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How can strategic API utilization propel companies into realms of enhanced efficiency, elevated 

customer engagement and leadership in the marketplace?

We’ve tailored this ebook specifically for technology leaders overseeing API programmes or API 

initiatives, such as enterprise architects and/or leads of API transformation programs. We will navigate 

the intricate balance between technology and strategic business planning within established 

organizations. In today’s market, people holding these roles are crucial in propelling their companies to 

embrace innovations that are shaping the future of digital and customer experience.

Current API Transformation Trends

It is impossible to start this paragraph without mentioning AI and the big impact it is having. 

How big is the impact?

In February 2024, The U.S. Department of the Treasury announced that it had recovered over $375 

million as a result of its implementation of an enhanced fraud detection process that utilizes Artificial 

Intelligence (AI). If we know that no AI innovation is possible without APIs, then this is a very big signal 

to the API market.

J.P. Morgan anticipated this with their new and polished product called 

J.P. Morgan Payments which is utilizing an API-first strategy for their 

AI-powered Insights Solutions that help you uncover hidden patterns 

and business trends and improve visibility into cash flows.

Research shows that:

of all B2B collaborations today 

occur via APIs. 

34%

50%

of companies use APIs to improve 

speed-to-market and innovation

These numbers are from 2021. With the dawn of AI, these numbers are growing rapidly.

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy2134
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy2134
http://www.jpmorgan.com/payments
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Nobody can ignore the importance of having an API strategy anymore. In Treblle’s annual API report 

“The Anatomy of an API” Sanjay Jain, Chief Technology and Product Officer at Freecharge and

Digital Business And Transformation at AXIS Bank, puts it like this:

“As far as the Financial Services sector is concerned, you can’t think of driving 

your business without APIs. APIs are the backbone of tapping more partnership 

opportunities and creating new channels for increasing your user base.”

So, what are the main challenges? They can be broken down into three main concerns:

Innovation
What are the new products and new experiences that customers and users want?

Architecture and Technology
What are the new products and new experiences that customers and users want?

Education
How are we driving the adoption of a new way of thinking about API throughout the company?

“More broadly, we are in the digital transformation era, with most organizations going through some form 

of large-scale shift with the technologies they leverage. APIs are at the center of these changes. 

Adopting becomes a real challenge if these APIs are not architected well. There has to be a dedicated 

team and observability platform in place to look after the performance of APIs.”

Sanjay continues his quote by pointing this out,

The market will always be driven by customer needs, and organizations that want to stay ahead, will 

embrace the moment we are all in by delivering solutions that are as close to perfection as possible to 

satisfy those needs.

If we go only a few years back and look at the cloud transformation, we still see companies that haven’t 

gone through that completely. They will have a hard time adjusting to this new momentum since the 

cloud transformation is all but over and we are now in the middle of the API transformation era.

https://report.treblle.com/
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Innovation: The Pivotal Role of APIs

In the wake of the cloud computing revolution, which redefined the paradigms of global business, 

ushering in industry giants such as Uber and Airbnb, a new transformative wave is shaping the future of 

innovation: artificial intelligence (AI).

A critical technology that lies at the heart of all are Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). As we 

stand on the brink of what may be the most significant technological leap since the advent of cloud 

computing, the importance of APIs cannot be overstated. They are, without question, the backbone of 

the modern digital ecosystem, enabling the seamless interaction that fuels innovation across sectors.

The narrative of cloud transformation, which 

saw enterprises transition to more agile, 

scalable, and efficient operating models, is 

well documented. This shift not only optimized 

existing business processes but also paved

the way for “born in the cloud” startups, 

fundamentally altering the competitive 

landscape. Similarly, AI is positioned to have

an equally, if not more, profound impact. 

However, it is the APIs that act as the 

conduits for this transformation, facilitating 

the integration and functionality that allow 

AI technologies to revolutionize industries.

Using APIs to foster innovation is not a new thing. We have seen them serving as the cornerstone for 

the development of API-first strategies and products. Their impact spans various sectors, from

automotive to smart home technology and the Internet of Things (IoT), showcasing their versatility 

and integral role in driving forward technological advancements.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/emilsayegh/2023/11/28/how-cloud-computing-revolutionized-business-operations-and-what-lies-ahead/?sh=17b9abda4fb1
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As AI continues to evolve at an unprecedented pace, APIs stand at the forefront of this revolution, 

offering a fertile ground for the incubation of next-generation innovations. Enterprises are increasingly 

focused on creating environments that encourage their teams to overachieve and get to breakthroughs. 

The main recognition of this strategy comes from the understanding that the future of AI-driven 

products and services will be intrinsically linked to the effectiveness of their APIs.

The imperative for organizations, therefore, is clear: optimizing API performance, security, and

integration is crucial. As we delve into the AI era, the emphasis must shift towards simplifying the

understanding, maintenance, and deployment of APIs. This will not only safeguard the infrastructure 

that underpins these advancements but also ensure that businesses can fully leverage the potential

of AI. The path to unlocking the next wave of groundbreaking innovations is paved with APIs, making 

them an indispensable element of our digital future.

Architecture and Technology: 
Understanding APIs through Observability

83% Some estimations say that a whopping 83% of the internet is comprised of APIs. 

This is a testament to their monumental significance in the digital ecosystem.

Even if this figure were to be adjusted to a more conservative 50%, the

implication remains profound—APIs represent a substantial half of the internet’s

infrastructure. This evolution underscores the pivotal role APIs have assumed in 

shaping the internet as we know it.

50%

The discourse around Observability versus

traditional Application Performance Monitoring 

(APM) or general Monitoring often neglects the rich 

lineage and evolution that has brought us to this 

juncture. Observability isn’t simply an iteration of 

existing methodologies; it’s a paradigm shift, a leap 

forward propelled by the rapid advancements in 

technology and the intricate demands of

cloud-native ecosystems.

6
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The development and adoption of tools designed for API monitoring, testing, documentation, and

debugging further highlight the critical role of APIs. However, as the digital frontier expands, it is

becoming increasingly clear that these tools, while invaluable, are insufficient in addressing the growing 

demands placed on APIs.

“What has been happening over the last decade is that APIs have gone from 

the exhaust or something thought of after the fact of natural development to a 

central leading role that changes things, the skill set that is demanded in order 

to take that centrepiece and execute at a very high level is is very different.”

Matthew Reinbold
Author of Net API Notes & Organizer of API Futures

In response to these evolving needs, organizations are progressively adopting an API-first strategy. 

The concept of observability emerged as a need as API are becoming the star of the show, a

centrepiece of new solutions going to the market. It is a holistic approach that transcends traditional 

monitoring to provide a comprehensive understanding of API performance and health. And this

understanding is no longer reserved just for developers and engineers.

This transformative concept of Observability is born from the melding of once disparate monitoring 

disciplines and tooling. It amalgamates the insights and capabilities of APM, Log Management, 

Infrastructure Monitoring, Profiling, and Real-User Monitoring, among others, into a unified framework. 

This convergence marks a significant departure from the past, reflecting a holistic approach that is 

not just about keeping systems running but understanding their behaviour in profound and actionable 

ways. The landscape of tech monitoring is being redefined and the end goal is ensuring that 

developers everywhere can harness the full potential of their digital infrastructures with 

unprecedented clarity and efficiency.

Main outcomes of API observability:

Better clarity and efficiency

Democratizing the understanding of API performance and health

Enabling bigger and faster innovations
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Today’s market demands solutions capable of demystifying API operations by processing and

presenting complex data in an accessible manner. Such solutions are pivotal in empowering

organizations to innovate rapidly while upholding the quality of their existing offerings.

The intrinsic value of API observability, once a topic of debate, has been vividly illustrated in the

FinTech sector, notably through AI applications. The “Anatomy of an API” report by Treblle reveals a 

significant surge in AI-related APIs in 2023, doubling in number and showcasing the sector’s rapid

evolution.

However, observability’s scope extends far beyond mere data visualization and debugging. Leading 

solutions in this space are paving the way for advancements in API security, governance, and a suite 

of complementary products and tools. These innovations are instrumental in helping organizations 

streamline their tooling, enabling teams to deliver high-quality products and innovations faster than 

ever before.

Education: Democratizing API Observability

As industry leaders Matthew and Sanjay have observed, the centrality of APIs in driving technological 

breakthroughs cannot be overstated. This realization is becoming increasingly evident as the AI

revolution unfolds, underscoring the critical role of APIs in the architecture of modern digital solutions.

There’s a consensus among senior engineers and 

decision-makers within major corporations about 

the crucial need to enhance their grasp of APIs, 

along with the products and technologies

centered around them. This drive for deeper 

comprehension is not merely a matter of

enhancing operational efficiency; it represents 

a fundamental strategic imperative, essential 

for igniting the next series of groundbreaking 

innovations that could redefine the technological 

landscape. This educational push isn’t just a

luxury; it’s a strategic necessity aimed at fueling 

the next wave of transformative innovations.

8

https://report.treblle.com/
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However, despite the considerable resources being allocated for this purpose, the industry finds itself 

confronted with a persistent challenge: a pronounced disparity between the need for expertise in 

API-related roles and the available pool of knowledgeable professionals.

Specific positions, such as API Product Managers and API Transformation Leads, have emerged as 

highly sought-after roles within organizations, underscoring the evolving demands of the tech sector. 

Yet, the scarcity of experts equipped with the knowledge and skills in these areas remains a critical 

bottleneck.

The challenge extends beyond individual organizations, permeating the broader industry 

landscape. A significant knowledge gap concerning the functionalities of APIs and

their vast potential has become apparent, signaling an urgent need for comprehensive 

educational initiatives.

Platforms and initiatives aimed at universalizing API literacy across all levels within an organization hold 

unparalleled value. When we say all levels of an organization, that means everyone, from junior

developers to seasoned senior staff and decision-makers. These offerings, by facilitating genuine

observability, stand to revolutionize the onboarding and continuous education processes. Moreover, 

they empower those in critical technical roles—such as platform engineers and DevOps professionals

— with deeper insights and analytics, thereby streamlining their workflows and amplifying their

efficiency.

Such efforts are paramount to equipping a 

broader spectrum of professionals with the insights 

and competencies required to harness the full

capabilities of APIs. By addressing this educational 

deficit, the industry can set the stage for a wave of 

innovation and development, leveraging APIs to 

unlock new possibilities and drive technological

progress forward.
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Spotlight on APIs: Elevate Your APIOps

As we navigate through the technological renaissance of our era, APIs are cementing their position as 

the new star on the stage of innovation. The AI explosion has only accelerated this process, propelling 

us into a brave new digital age. This shift has not only showcased the prowess of leading organizations 

already capitalizing on the API revolution but also highlighted the rising need for others to follow suit.

That is why observability platforms like Treblle are getting acclaimed by many analysts and big 

organizations. Treblle is a truly End-to-end APIOps platform that has embraced observability and has 

built products on top of it, where things like API Governance and API Security are understandable and 

easy to act on by almost anyone inside the team.

The spotlight on APIs has brought on a paradigm shift from traditional Application Performance 

Monitoring (APM) and general monitoring towards a more inclusive, democratized approach known 

as Observability. Platforms like Treblle are leading this charge, garnering accolades from analysts and 

major players alike for their comprehensive End-to-end APIOps platform.

Treblle doesn’t just embrace observability; it pioneers it, offering a suite of products that make API 

Governance and Security not just accessible but actionable for team members at all levels.

Treblle core products:

10

Talk to Treblle API Experts!

Book a Demo!

API Security
Stay on top of any security threat
to your API.

API Analytics
Get actionable insights about your
API, product and users.

A(p)I Assistant
Meet Alfred, our AI-powered
assistant.

API Documentation
Autogenerate your API docs and
spend less time on manual work.

API Governance
Track your API performance, security
and quality.

API Observability
See data-enriched requests as they
happen in real-time.

https://treblle.com/book-a-demo
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By integrating AI into the fabric of its operations, Treblle is redefining the landscape of API

management. The platform automates manual tasks such as integration development, error tracking, 

debugging, and the crafting of complex API documentation. This innovation brings unparalleled clarity 

and demystifies the intricacies of API performance and security, empowering large-scale organizations 

to discern which among their multitude of APIs are underperforming—and crucially, understanding why.

Treblle stands at the vanguard of democratizing API knowledge, signaling a profound transformation 

in the tech industry. This evolution signifies a shift towards an era where the tools for innovation and 

reliability are not hoarded by a technical elite but are spread widely, ensuring that the full spectrum of 

organizational roles can contribute to and benefit from technological advancements.

In doing so, Treblle is not just paving the way for the next generation of tech development; it is 

writing the first chapters of a new narrative in the evolution of digital technology.


